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Research completed:

Water use from the delta aquiter, contributed as in-kind contribution to the project
by the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Joint Water Management District, has been quantified by
crop, acreage, and irrigation method. A relationship between growing season rainfall
and irrigation water use has been developed to link interannual variations in water use to
variations in climate (rainfall). Water use coefficients have been developed to link each
specific type of irrigation on each crop type with a water use amount in acre feet per
acre. A complete prototype water use model has been completed using acreages,
irrigation methods, and management strategies in place during 2006 in Sunflower
County to predict annual water demand for cotton, rice, soybeans, corn, and catfish.
Figure 1 shows the inputs and the resulting estimate of annual water use for Sunflower
County. The model is constructed in an Excel spreadsheet. The interactive model file is
sent as a separate file along with this report.
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Figure 1. Model illustra tion

The growing season climate data for the last 47·years were used to run the water
demand model for a 47-year (2008·2055) period into the future to assess aquifer
drawdown and recharge characteristics annually and cumulatively over the long-term
period. Changes in acreages of the major crops, specific irrigation methods, and water
management strategies were used to create various scenarios, then conduct multipl e
mode l runs to assess the effects of the instituted changes on aquifer drawdown and
recharge characteristics ove r the long-term period.

Four scenarios were simulated with the model. The simula tions and results are
as follows:

The stalic 2006 scenario

The Static 2006 scenario reflected what the state of aquifer would be if no
changes were made in the climate or cultural land uses or practices throughout the
period. All crop acreages, irrigation methods, and percentages of irrigation method s
remai ned the same as docu mented in 2006. As shown in Figure 2, during the first ten
years, water volumes in the aquifer slowly declined. This occurred because growing
season precipitation was below normal during these years causing the demand for
irrigation to rise; therefore, in those years, withdrawals exceeded recharge. For the next
approximately 30 years, the volume of the aquifer reached a stationa ry level. This can
be attributed to two factors. First, there are a number of years during this period that
growing season precipitation far exceeds the average, allowing for greater recharge to
occur. Secondly, managers at YMD began to make conservation efforts, and believe that
the results of those efforts are evident in the rebounding water levels. In the last seven
years, there is again a marked decline. This could be attribu ted to the fact that there
were a number of drought years during the period, and the amount of precipitation
received was not sufficient to sustain levels due to withdrawa ls for irrigation.
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Figure 2. Sialic 2006 model simulation

Most Conservat ive Irrigation Methods Implemented Sce nario

The most conservative irriga tion method for each crop was used to determine the
effects wa ter conserva tion efforts could have on the aqu ife r for the 47 year period. In this
scenario , the most conservative method for each crop was the only method used for
irrigation. For example, 100% of cotton irrigation was assigned to cente r-pivot irrigation,
and all other methods of irrigation of cotton were assigned a value of O. All other
irrigation methods for the conservative and consumptive scenarios are shown in Table 1.
Figure 3 shows the difference between the static 2006 "base" model (blue) and the state
of the aquifer after the conservation changes were made (red). The result is an increase
of approxima tely 3,000,000 acre-feet of water in the aquifer over the entire period, with a
consistent increase in water volume thro ughout time as recharge overcame withdrawal
yea r after year.

tive sce nariosdtiIh dIon me o s use In conserva rve an consum

Irrigat ion Method

Crop Conse rv at ive Con sumptive

Cotton Divot furrow

Rice zero-c rade contour

Corn Divot straiaht

Soybeans zero-c raoe pivot

Catfis h 6/3 MF

Table 1. Irrigat'



Mo st Conservative Irrig ation Me thod
Cotton 100% Pivot, Rice 100% Zero-grade, Corn 100% Pivot, Soybeans 100%

zero-grad e. Catfi sh 100% 6/3
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Figure 3. Most conservative irrigation method implemented

Most Consumptive Irrigation Methods Implemented Scenario

This scenario is the opposite of the previous scenario and represents a situation
in which the most consumptive irrigation method is implemented. This particular scenario
and its resulting output would be a good example to use when conveying to farmers,
producers, other water consumers, and planners the need for conservation practices. As
shown in Figure 4, if the most consumptive irrigation method was used for each crop, the
aquifer would lose approximately 30,000,000 acre-feet of water over the 47-year period
by experiencing a consistent annual loss of water volume as more water was withdrawn
than recharge could replace. It is not known at what point the aquifer would be
completely de-watered.



Most Consumptive Irrigat ion Method
Cotton 100% Furrow , Rice 100% Contour, Corn 100% Straight, Soybeans 100%
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Figure 4. Most consumptive irrigation methods implemented

Use of surface water scenario

A GIS analysis was performed to determine the number of acres within one-quarter mile
of all streams in the Delta. The techn ique was used to map all streams in the Delta, then
place a quarter mile buffer around each stream , then calculate the total number of acres
in the buffer zones. The number found was about 25% of the total acres in the Delta, so
it was assumed that about 25% of irrigated acres could potentially be irrigated with
surface water when it was available. It was then assumed that surface water would be
available in the streams when growing season precipi tation was 30% or more above
average. The mode l was then set to allow for 25% of total irrigation from surface water
in place of groundwa ter in those years.
The model then calculated savings in groundwater use by assuming surface water was
used for irrigation on 25% of the acres when available through the 54-year period
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Surface water irrigation impleme nted

Probl ems Encountered:
Identifying controls of aquifer recharge rates has not been successful. Attempts

to relate recharge to Mississippi River stage on the wes t. to Gre nada Lake stage on the
eas t, and to non-growing season precipitation totals on both east and west sides of the
delta have not bee n successful. Annual recharge used in the model scenarios was the
average of the 19 years of measured recharge supp lied by YMD. Changes in cultural
pract ices adopted for the various model run scenarios are not known to be practical or
economically feasible-these need to be confirmed as valid possibilities before rig id
recommendations are developed. An attempt to make the model represent total water
use across the enti re delta region (not just Sunflower County) wa s not successful. All
acreage s of the five crop types were collected, but irrigated acreages were not available
for all the coun ties. Using the percen tages of irrigated to non-irr igated acres measured
for Sunflowe r Coun ty was not considered accurate afte r several unsuccessful allempts
to estimate total della-wide water use.

Publications/Presentations
1. Presentation of preliminary results to Mississippi Department of Environmental
Quality , June 2008 .

2. Presentation of preliminary results to Yazoo-Miss iss ippi Delta Joint Water
Management District, DEQ, and USGS specia l com mittee on delta groundwater
modeling , Stoneville, February 2009. (Power Point slides sent as separate file along
with this report )

3. Tia L. Merrell, 2008. Development of an Interactive Model Predicting Climatolog ical
and Cultural Influences on An nual Groundwater Volume in the Mississippi Delta Shallow
Alluvial Aquifer. A thesis submitted to the faculty of the department of geosciences,
Mississippi Sta te University. (Word file sent as a sepa rate attachment with this report)
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Objectives

, Quantify both natural climatological
variation and cultural water use

,. Utilize that information to construct a
simulation model that can be used to
recommend strategies to retard the rate
of drawdown in the aquifer

Model Variables

• Climatological
• Growing season~lpil3t1on
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• Cul tura l
• Crop type
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Development of Rain-Irrigation
Relationship

, Variables
• Growing season precipitation (X)

• Groundwater used for irrigation (Y)
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Development of Irrigation
Coefficients (Cotton Example)

IlIr,

I.M 0.74

I.M OJl1

1.0 7 0 .7'1

IIAOA-H,\ - OJl O

11.50 A·F/A

(0.110 + 0.74 -+ 0.1I2)/.l - 0.79

TOlal
A'1t FUITOI' ri m l FUlTm, Piml

10 .\, 1!. 10 '\ ' 1t(.\-Fl.\) (.\ -F/.\ I (.\ -HM
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051 0.5$ 0.41

lt~17

7• •

"'"
0.53 A·F/A _ 1.06

0.5I1A-FfA

(Lord 1.06 + 1.(11)/3 = 1.07

Model then calculates water
used by each specifi c Irrigation
method for each crop (Irrigation

coefficient)

Rainfall-irrigation
relationship gives average

water use for each crop
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Model Simulation Scenarios

~ Several scenarios conducted to
determine:
• Variou s effects changes would have on

ov erall wate r use

• Sensiti vit y to changes in specific crop
acreages and irrig ation methods
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Adoption of New Permitting
Procedures

" Adopted as a result of confidence in
model simulations (!!!)

.. New Changes
• Applicant must meet specified water

conservation requirements to receive 10
year Class 1 permit

• If requirements not met , will receive 3 year,
Class 2 permit

AI end of 3 years, subject to investigation
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Climatological Scenarios

.. Climate variability
• If Delta received 20-30% more/less rainfall

• Number of drought years followed by rainy
years

.. Senate Bill 2860
• MS Global Climate Study Commission
• Use model in this study
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Lim itations

.. Assumption that growing season
precipitation totals are s ufficient

,. Water use survey si tes not entirely
representati ve of irrigation methods
used throughout Delta

.. Finite water volume of aquifer is
unknown

Further Research

.. Expand model to reflect ent ire Delta
reg ion

... Continu ed updates and improvements
to mod el as more measured water use
data become available

Conclusions

.. Model is a sens itive tool useful for
various fonns of analys is
• User-f riendl y and completely interactive

.. Can be used to recommend water use
management techniques

.. Can be used to simulate various
scenarios including climate change
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